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Filipinos are known to be competitive within the worldwide community. While this could be true, our present education system hinders us in turning more viable among other countries. In sight of this, the Department of Education or DepEd has been enhanced from the ten–year of basic education into 12–year through the program called the K to 12 Education Plan within the country since the department started several years ago. However, the government is now facing problems in implementing the program, there should be a requirement to use it for the quality of the instruction that's very imperative and decisive.

One of his columns during an area newspaper, he acknowledged that we should always support the K to 12 Basic Education Program. Primarily, students are able to get sufficient instructional time to undertake to subject–related tasks which become them more prepared in various subjects. (Cruz, 2010)

Likewise, our graduates are well–trained to enter labor force. Our high school graduates are employable for they are competent and well–equipped with the skills needed within the workplaces.

They can choose a field that they are interested by hence, they are endowed with the skills needed without a university degree and added up to the nation’s manpower. There is no need to spend money so on qualify to their standards.

In a nutshell, this is often very beneficial to all or any or any folks on the long–terms of the K to 12. We must have the encouragement and support for the betterment of
our academic system and for the expansion of country’s economy and allow us to remember that if we might wish to vary our society, we must start in education. It is also an attempt worth pursuing if we truly shall improve the Philippine educational system. By investing longer and resources in our education, we will expect our graduates to become competitive within the worldwide business arena and convey more success which may contribute towards building the state.
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